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Last year, at this meeting, we began a discussion exploring some new

directions in Mass Communication Research. Today, I'd like to continue that

discussion by outlining some areas where we quantitative research practi-

tioners have failed.

To begin, we need a clear understanding of the capacity of research and

researchers in our field. Speaking as one whose major thrust is in research

and as one who by all common measures publications, speaking engagements,

grants, consultancies, has been more successful than most, we are the al-

chemists of the 20th Century. The analogy is exceedingly useful. The physical

alchemists are pictured as trying to gain wealth by dealing with the character-

istics (thomistic "accidents") of objects without any understanding of di

substance. We in turn are trying to obtain wealth through behavioral control

by dealing with the accidents of behavior with no understanding of its sub-

stance. /n this regard, one of the chief alchemists is D. F. Skinner. Let

me remind you that the alchemists in their day were not laughed at. They

were honored men. We honor ours, too.

Why are we alchemists? Simply because our capacity to ask questions is

well beyond the methodology we have to answer them. When one dispassionately

examines the welter of "paper and pencil" measures which purport to measure

everything from intelligence to attitudes to sexual behavior codes and con-

-- __faders their, success, the conclusion forcefully appears that we are in a

perhaps interesting but nonethelesi unfruitful, backwater of man's scientific

development,

When I was first married, I worked in one of the automotive faf!tories
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My job was to check a aperture in the engine with a go/no-go gauge. If the

gauge was "no-go", the aperture was to be marked and engine pulled off the

line, Apparently it was difficult to produce Oda aperture as most of the

engines were marked. I had worked but a few hours when in rapid succession

the production manager, the crew foreman, and the union foreman had observed

my work and had adjusted the standards until my little finger was the gauge.

Production increased dramatically. Research has followed the same pattern,

The mathematicians carefully crafted models by which certain procedures

could be developed. Statisticians came along and applied those procedures to

large scale agricultural and production sampling where the conditions of

control were good and the potential number of variables small. There was

some warping of the models, distortions here and there which were nettlesome

but not substantial. Psychologists came along and began large scale in-

telligence testing. In quick order random sampling disappeared (I cannot

remember a single communication study in which the requirements for a random

sample were met); the assumptions of the numerical scales were ignored (Are

your attitudes in equal intervals and are your intervals the same as mine?)

and the mathematical models themselves slipped out of consciousness.

What we have done in statistical research is that we have found we

cannot meet the assumptions necessary and have, therefore, established a new

set of characteristic teas and arguments that we can meet. We can't

measure validity so we measure its enticedentareliability. If we can't

meet the norm, we argue armund it. Reliability is only interesting because

it is a necessary component of validity. Unfortunately, one must know

reality before one can meast.re validity. A measure can be perfectly consistent

with nature and totally incovaiatent with the statistical procedures used to



determine its reliability. In short, our benchmarks are false.

Beyond our problems with statistical procedures, we have shown a

consistent disregard for disciplined thought in our approach to the problems

we attempt to solve. A little ruminating in the area of attitude change

might provide an excellent example.

Scientists talk about attitudes and attitude change, but what they

measure is behavior. The necessity for inference regarding attitudes would

be of little concern if the relationship between behavior and attitudes were

isomorphic. Unfortunately, it is not. Behavior can have multiple votive-

tions; i.e., the same behavior can be evoked by different motivational systems.

Behavior can also be directed to multiple goals. The behavior may be

precisely the same, but the consequences for the organism entirely different.

Prediction of a given attitude from a given behavior is, indeed, risky, as

is the reverse prediction.

Attitude change suffers from the same lack of direct comparison. A

behavioral change does not necessarily signal an attitude change. Behavior

may change because the attitude remains constant. A golfer on the first tee

is motivated to drive the ball straight and long. Selecting his driver, he

hits the shot, slicing it badly to the right, actually adding yardage to the

hole. On the next tee, he selects a different club, perhaps a low iron which

cannot give him the distance of his driver, but one by which he car control

the direction of the ball. Has his motivation changed? No, he still wants

to hit it straight and long; something he cannot do with his driver.

The relation between attitude change and behavioral change, then, is

not a.necessary one. In fact, attitude change may occur without behavioral

change (behavior can have multiple motivations), and behavioral change can

5
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occur without attitude change (more than one behavior may be associated with

a motivational system). Of course, behavioral change can be associated with

attitude change. The point of this discussion is that the two do not

necessarily relate to one another.

The complexity of the development of motivational systems strongly

suggests that most behavioral change does not involve attitude change, and

that such attitude change that does occur concerns the selection Of different

responses within a common hierarchy to meet the unchanged reinforcement con-

tingencies. Motivational systems'are either indigenous to the individual

or developed over extended maturation periods. Such constructs are not

readily tampered with.

The concurrent operation of multiple motivational systems can readily

account for most behavioral changes and need not involve attitude change at

all. Stimuli received under different motivational conditions will receive

different meanings. Stimuli which appear to be the same for the observer

or even the same stimuli repeated over time may not be perceived as the same

stimuli by the subject, due to ehonges in the relative dominance levels of

the operating motivational set. The importance of this concept is that it

demonstrates that an individual's responses to an attitude object can be

consistent but dissimilar from time to time, given the operation of different

motivational systems. For example, stimulus Y under research conditions may

produce response X, but under "real life" conditions, stimulus Y evokos

response Z because of the operation of different motivational sets. As every

communication researcher knows, messages persuasive in the laboratory easily

become unpredictable in the "real world".

In our thinking, attitudes are associated with motivational systems.

Motivational systems include the primary drives, instincts, critical periods,

6
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secondary drives, values, beliefs, and other such variables introduced in the

literature. Attitude change, then, is any modification of a motivational

system. In behavioral research, attitudes are inferred from the consistent

presentation of behavior given the same stimulus set. We are concerned about

attitudes because documentation of their existence allows. us to be more pre-

dictive of an individual's behavior.

We can readily identify two processes of behavioral change of which

only the latter can be identified as attitude change:

1) Shifts in the dominmetALEEMALtiltJaeavAskaAJEMtnt

operating in a given motivational set. These shifts may result internally

from changes in deprivation states as the dominant system achieves satiation

and a new system comes to the fore. These shifts may also be the result of

changing internal and/or external environmental information, which is inter-

preted as raising the probability of satisfaction for some system competitive

with the then prime mover. These processes result in no structural changes

in the motivational systems or response hierarchies; only the observable be-

havior is changed. A toy car may go forward or backwards depending on the .

position of a hidden switch. The "observable behavior," although perfectly"

consistent with the internal structure of the machine, may appear totally

unpredictable. Most changes in behavior are the result of dominance shifts.

2) Restructuring of the meaning unit (interpreted stimuli so)/be-

havioral unit association bond. The mature individual has devised behavioral

sets to deal with motivational conditions. -Further, the.individual

structures his environment (through societal, cultural, and individual pro-

cesses) to provide a predictable set of stimuli. Given a set of stimuli in-

terpreted according to the motivational set, the individual has available

behavioral solutions. When the atimulus-response-reinforcement chain is well



made, the passage from stimulus to response becomes very efficienthabitual,

We say. The strength of the habit is a function of its efficiency. The more

efficient the response, the stronger the bond, the less likely change Is to

occur. Inefficient associations, however, are amenable to change. In-

efficient stimuli are those whose appearance is reliably preceded by other

stimuli and that appearance is not a necessary pre-requisite for reinforcement.

Inefficient responses generally result from the following conditions: a)

organism has had little experience with the particular requirements (usually

external), and simply used the closest approximation existing in his re-

pertoire; b) requirements are highly variable, inadequately displayed, and/or

contradictory; c) operating motivational systems are competitive; d) dominant

motivational system demands a specific response difficult to produce; and

e) old response is no longer available.

Examples of these conditions readily come to mind. a) The new driver

of.a foreign car attempts to use the familiar, manual, gear-shifting pattern

to find reverse--and fails. b) A teacher in attempting to motivate a new

class of students is faced with a bewildering array of requirements. In

fact, most social conditions contain these difficulties. c) A worker changes

shift time and is forced ta work when sleepy and sleep when wakeful. d) Re-

sponses difficult to produce are those with a large number of sub-units,

precise sequencing, requirements of peak output, and/or contingencies outside

the direct control of the organism. In the last case is the whole family of

responses which call for the assent of other organisms such as consensual

sexual intercourse, business contracts, and publications in review journals

(see also condition"b"). e) The county clerk for whom you have voted for

the past four elections has retired.

8
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The probability of change under any of these conditions is a direct

function of the strength of the motivational system and, as noted, the in-

efficiency of the response. Fashion, social products (personal soap, per-

fume, after-shave lotions, etc.), and those products whose results are to be

judged by others (e.g., laundry products, household cleaning products, subur.

ban lawn tractors, and for many, automobiles) are all responses highly

susceptible to change when they are used to produce adequate reinforcement

for the major motivational.systems of sexual activity and social approval.

The supposed inundation of sexual offers promised to those -Aho wear some

after-shave lotion or perfume rarely. occurs. Yet, if that is the basis

(however scaled down) for the response, then reinforcement can only be in-

complete. As long as the individual perceives the perfumed lotion as a.key to

sexual success, and as long as the promise of the product exceeds its per-

formance, rapid change amonripecific products is likely.

Voting psase seems to be a motivated behavior, while voting for a

candidate seems to solve the motivation to vote. This analysis seems parti-

cularly useful in dealing with the partisan voter and the so- called inde-

pendent. The hard-line party voter has no decision to make in partisan

balloting other than whether to vote at all. Issues and candidates are

essentially irrelevant, as party label is the deciding characteristic. He

is motivated to vote a party. His motivational system is more efficient than

the (true) independent's is. Once the decision is made to vote, the inde-

pendent is then forced to determine for whom to vote. Candidates can be

"merchandised" with the independent, but not with the partisan voter.

Changes in responses loosely associated with the meaning unit do not

greatly affect the motivational system. Their primary effect centers on the



solution to the motivation) problem presented. Consequently, they make little

change in the "psychological status sue, of the individual, and can be

accomplished with relative ease.

Wiatever the value of this level of thinking, it ought to preclude

the proclaimation of attitude change as the result of pre and post measure-

ments interspersed with some message of the little interest to the respondents.

The changes found in such studies are quite obviously not attitude changes but

rather behavioral adjustments to a changed environment.

Last year when I spoke before this learned association, I concluded

with some recommendations for new directions in research. I'd like to repeat

three of those at this point and to add two new ones.

We need to develop more refined measures of individuals. Simple de-

scriptive measures such as sex, age, education level, and the like are such

broad categories that it is not surprising they have shown little utility

in -the many studies that have used them. Obviously, it is not age the

affects media selection, but the concomitant attitudes, needs; and emotive

states which have developed over time.

We need to systematically distinguish among reception behaviors. To

be drifting in and out of some media fare while finishing furniture cannot

be treated the same as 4th down, two yards to go, 30 seconds to play. The

condition f and the effect on the individual must be vastly different. In

a similar vein, we need to more thoroughly describe the conditions of re-

ception. Differing environments have differing effects on the result of

communication behaviors.

We need to direct our attention away from content. Content at se

has little value; it assumes value only in relation to the response the

0
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individual generates. Content variables have been notably weak in predicting

that response. The thaos of the violent-media-fare-leads-to-aggression re-

sults is a clear indicator of that failure,

As to my new pleas, we need to develop a library of case studies re-

lating to human communication behavior. Nowhere in our literature can the

research scientist turn to find adequate descriptions of the ordinary be-

haviors that do occur when individuals watch television or read a newspaper.

A catalogue of descriptive narratives would be an invaluable aid in tempering

the effects of our own biases.

Finally, we need to declare a moritorium on the uses of the semantic

differential, Likert-type scales, adjective check lists, shocking devices

and other such measurement instruments which so poorly reflect reality to us.

And during that moritorioum, we need to expend our creative energies on

solving the methodological problems in the direct yet inobtrusive measurement

of human behavior.


